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1� Opening of the meeting

On behalf of Mr. Verdera-Mari, Secretary Comite Nacional Espanol of IEC, we were welcomed to
AENOR and Madrid.

The Chairman, Mr. Bodin, opened the meeting and welcomed the participants, and especially the
experts from the Spanish National Committee (AENOR):

Mr. Zarco, in charge of the Spanish mirror committee

Mr. Antonio Pastor

Mr. Sergio Martinez

The meeting schedule was established.

The participants introduced themselves for the information of their host colleagues.

2� Approval of the draft agenda, document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)4A

The draft agenda was basically approved, with the further specification of some
documents to be dealt with.

3� Report on ongoing technical works in TC3 and related WGs - needs for co-
ordination. Follow-up of decisions at the Charlottenlund plenary meeting.

3.1� Follow-up of decisions

The minutes, document 3/538/RM have been approved automatically, since no objections have
been raised.

The Secretary reported that decisions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 have been implemented.

Regarding No. 6:  NCs are urged to comment on 3/539/DC (Database based procedure for the
maintenance of IEC 60617 and other graphical symbol standards.). A reminder should be
distributed by the mail exploder.

Regarding No. 10: Attention was drawn to the fact that the ISO/TMB has agreed to the suggested
principles for the handling of ISO 14617 Part 2 - 5, but had not yet produced any detailed
proposal, and invited the IEC/CA to concur. Mr. Cordelier will check that the subject will be on the
agenda for IEC/CA.

Decision 2 will be dealt with under item 7.1, decision 8 will be dealt with under item 7.2, decision
11 under item 7.8.

3.2� Task Force activities

The Convenor of the Task Force, Mr Scholz, reported that there has been no Task Force
meetings, but some contacts within the group by telephone and e-mail.

The implementation of the database was somewhat delayed, but it is important to note that the
training workshop could be held as originally planned in the end of March.
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3.3� Results of the training workshop in Geneva 1999-03-29--30

The minutes of the training workshop, prepared by Mr. Fornalski, document
3(Madrid/Secretariat)11, and the document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)10, Rules for the entry of IEC
60617 into the database, were discussed.

The following are defined as administrators of the database: Mr. Fornalski, Ass. Secretary of TC3,
and Mr. K.H. Topp, DKE, Germany.

The following are presently defined as editors: Mr. Auger (FR), Mrs. P. Gade (DK), Mr. A.
Grossniklaus (CH), Mr. Ikeda (JP), Mr. R. Scholz (DE), Mr. P.-Å. Svensson (CE), Mr. K.A. Thorn
(DK),

The following are presently defined as readers: Mr. J. Bodin (FR), Mr. F. Brigham (NL), Mr. F.
Reuter (DE), Mr. J Rymus (CZ), Mr. E. Selvik (NO).

The result of the loading - i.e. distribution of the "description" into the different fields -  in the first
step (part 3) was demonstrated to the meeting by the Secretary on a computer with Internet
connection to the database.

Conclusions and decisions:

− Rule 5 (of document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)10): We should continue to enter different forms:
Form1, form 2, etc as separate symbol concepts. In the Task II work a number of "forms"
are proposed to be kicked out. Even if not all will disappear, the number of forms will
decrease substantially. (A similar philosophy is applied in SC3C.)

− Rule 11: Not a good situation, but we have to accept it for the time being. SC3D had made
the same experience, and recommended embedded file formats such as gif, jpg to be used
rather than pdf.

− Item 6.3 of the minutes: The administrators should be asked to prepare the complete
description including the "simple cases". What we have concentrated on so far are the
rules for the difficult cases. A complete instruction is necessary generally, but especially
for those NCs that were not represented at the workshop, but that will take part in the
continued loading.

− Item 7 of the minutes: Possible meeting can be held in the time slot reserved for VT 60617
in Kyoto.

− Objections were raised to the naming of the files - why the same names always? Discuss
the file names with Mr. Maislisch. If we can not ensure that downloaded symbols are
additionally accompanied by their symbol numbers, the receiver will get problems?

− Hint for the user interface: The number of thumbnails shown should be limited and shown
first after having done a selection. The limitation should hinder that too many are
downloaded. (If nothing is done the whole publication will be downloaded in the end.)

− The Task Force was assigned the task to develop requirements for the ordinary user
interface based on the differentiation made in Charlottenlund.

− The maintainer interface was considered to be OK. However, improve the handling of
languages in the edit mode (the existing principle cannot practically be expanded to more
than two languages).
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− In  the user interface, do not show empty fields, but only those that has got a content. No
dynamic gifs should be used , as this slows down the transmission (no flags, by the way
"Union Jack" is wrong).

− Classification according to "shape" and "function class" is OK as it is (apart from some
spelling error), but the "application class" need to be developed. This classification is
originally coming from SC3C, and is in that context used to classify on which kind of
equipment a symbol is to be applied. When this classification is to be used for graphical
symbols for diagrams, the it must similarly take account of which kinds of diagrams a
symbol is intended for. This classification is not yet developed, but ought to be based on
document type families as defined in IEC 61082. (We did not decide at the meeting, but I
suggest that the Task Force provides a proposal. Compare IEC 60417 Part 1.)

− For the continued work, the CO/Mr. Maislisch should be asked for the time schedule for
the initial loading of the remaining parts 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 (after the presently planned 2, 11,
7)  of IEC 60617 so that the work for the loading of these parts can be planned and
assigned to relevant NCs.

− Document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)9, Database comments from a "reader",  was studied and
got the following comments:

− To item 1: agreed with two kinds of interfaces.

− To item 2: The interface for the ordinary user should be intuitive. A person who knows how
to deal with the web should be able to manage the database without any special help. A
Help pushbutton with explanations ought to be provided, however.

− To item3: Solved by a special user interface.

− To item 4: It may be useful to save the original descriptions, however, somewhere "down"
in the search hierarchy.

− To item 5: To some extent this can be solved if  reducing the amount of downloaded
information: filled information fields only.

3.4� Procedures for the symbols work, document 3/539/DC

The Secretary mentioned that document 3/536/INF, requesting participants for the loading of IEC
60617, had been circulated and resulted in the participation at the workshop mentioned in item
3.3.

Document 3/537/AC(INF), calling for members to the validation team of symbols for diagrams (VT
60617),  had also been prepared, but held, waiting for the final description of the procedure, which
had now been circulated as 3/539/DC. CO was now preparing 3/537/AC for circulation.

The discussion of the flow  chart shown in the document 3/539/DC resulted in the following
proposals for improvements of the document:

− For the procedure: state that proposals should be accompanied by a gif file of the symbol
graphics.

− To the flow chart: change "confirmed" to "recognised" and connect below the release box.

− The validation diamond: show who is in charge (VT)
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− Before validation: add "inform relevant TCs and the proposer"

− Make consequential changes in the text.

− Clause 3.3: Change first sentence: The NCs are involved through the validation team.

Decision: A modified version of document 3/539/DC is to be sent to the CO. A reminder will be
sent out via the mail exploder.

3.5� Activities in the WGs

TC3/WG1: a report had been promised form Mr Fornalski, but had not yet been received.

JWG9: Mr. Reuter raised the problem of better information from the Secretariat of TC184/SC4,
when relevant items occur. Mr. Cordelier will contact his ISO counterpart.

4� Report on ongoing works in SC3B and related WGs - needs for co-ordination.
Brief follow-up of decisions at the Charlottenlund meeting.

4.1� Follow-up of decisions

The Secretary, referring to document 3B/255/RM,  reported on the implementation of the
decisions:

Decision 5: Still to investigated by Mr. Cordelier

Decision 6: The new work item proposal of TC99 was not accepted, but will come back through
IEEE. (Compare item 8.5.)

The problem with free-lance experts was discussed. Mr. Reuter will contact the US observer.

Decision 12: Official letter still to be written to TC65

Decision 14: Still open. To be investigated by Mr. Cordelier.

Decision 15: Letter received from ISO/TC10/SC8, but not officially registered in IEC.

4.2� Activities in the WGs

The WGs are presently waiting for comments or planning for resolution of recently received
comments. JWG7 has planned a meeting in the end of May.

5� Report on ongoing works in SC3C and related WGs - needs for co-ordination.
Brief follow-up of decisions at the Charlottenlund meeting.

5.1� Follow-up of decisions (ACOS, COPOLCO)

Mr. Nakamura reported: About ACOS -  the Secretary has given a spirited reply to the CA. We did
things correctly but we lost our case.

There is always a potential risk for happenings of this type when proposals from NCs are not well
based in the appropriate product TC. If we start work on the NC proposal, without checking the
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situation in the relevant TCs, SC3C will be blamed. One solution is to inform the proposers
directly, when the process starts.

A Maintenance Team (MT) meeting will deal with the problem with the "live working" symbol.

The Chairman: Problems of this type occur since we do not know what is going on the product
committees. Is it possible to monitor the product  committees?

Mr. Reuter: Is it possible with a general questionnaire about planned symbols, say once a year?

Mr. Brigham. Once the new procedure is approved, it will help us with the monitoring. Let us wait
for the impact of the new procedure.

COPOLCO: The IEC should be present in the WG on symbols for consumer products. Mr.
Brigham can not attend the first meeting, but we have announced our interest. SC3C will monitor
these activities closely.

CA/1436/R (a report from ACOS to the CA) raises a number of questions with regard to the
already mentioned SC3C problem, but also it says that SC3B has not taken appropriate account
of the ACOS comments on the document on the Preparation of instructions, which we did.

Important question: What is the status of an ISO/IEC guide?. This should be officially clarified.

SC3C and SC3B have to respond to the CA/1436/R.

5.2� Activities in the WG

JWG11: Meeting in March in Vienna. Part 1 of "Creation of symbols" ready as CDV during April.

The Chairman congratulated the JWG11 with the respect to the number of comments resolved.

It was made known that ANSI may take the Secretariat for ISO/145/SC3, which indicates a
renewal of interest from the US ISO side.

5.3� Procedures for the symbols work, document 3C/414/INF

The new procedure has been forwarded to the CA, and is now circulated as a QP.

The first meeting of SC3C in line with the new procedure will be in July. The result of the QP on
the procedures, distributed within the CA, will be available in the end of May.

New forms for proposals have been provided. They are available at the TC3 web site, in the SC3C
part. However, many product committees may have difficulties of supplying symbols in the
required format.

We need to have the support of the CA that the new electronic templates and tools shall be used,
otherwise the improved processes can not be followed.

What can we do if the product committees do not use the templates?

Can we  refer to external service providers? We have empowered the product TCs, but with this
comes the responsibilities. At least the required descriptions and application texts in the
templates  must be filled in by the product committee experts. The description should be complete
at the application.
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The new requirements from SC3C can be a subject to take up at the Secretaries’ forum in
Kyoto.

SC3C will investigate the possibilities to include in the template a simple drawing tool with basic
symbol elements.

6� Report on ongoing works in SC3D and related WGs - needs for co-ordination.
Brief follow-up of decisions at the Charlottenlund meeting.

Mr. Radley pointed out that the problem of the maintenance of the DETs has many similarities
with what we have already discussed, but there is a difference with regard to the number of
requests to be processed, for which the thousands may be an expected order of magnitude.

Letter to the product committees: poor response to the first one. Attempts to improve the letter,
but we are presently not entirely clear about the message.

He mentioned that the backing of the CO/CA is  required. We need both stick and carrot.

The Chairman of TC3 added that a necessary condition to obtain such a backing was to make still
clearer the advantages that can be derived from the DET procedure.

MT: The situation has changed compared to some years ago. CODUS is no longer interested in
running the maintenance agency. The CO may be prepared to take on the task as maintenance
agency now.

Mr. Cordelier: In the commented RCA from TC3, the CO is asking the CA for a mandate to co-
operate with SC3D for development of the procedures.

Mr. Radley was positive to this proposal.

The Chairman said that we have three processes to initiate: Request, Validation, Maintenance,
corresponding to three targets which are interlinked.

Mr van Noesel mentioned that SC3D is preparing a working document that describes the different
tasks. Maintenance is the most hot topic, but no problem to prepare a document for each,
intended for different target groups.

A new version of IEC 61360-4 is handled according to the conventional procedure, in accordance
with 5.3 of annex D of 3/538/RM.

Proposals have already been received from different sources. (approximately 2000?) and these
will be the basis for the new version.

How to resolve conflicting requests?  Through the involvement of the proposer?

Relation to BSR (Basic Semantic Repository), for which ISO is in charge? EU is sponsoring  the
BSR.  Not actual to involve at the moment, because of the kind of data elements dealt with.

On the other hand the product committees should be informed that there is now a possibility to
add data element types to the reference collection. A letter should be written (but this is an other
letter than the one previously discussed about the involvement in the validation).
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The Secretary mentioned the intent by the CO to handle "Data sheets" for IEC standardised items
(like lamps, fuses, etc.) (proper term maybe "Blank detail specifications") in a database in the
same way as we now do for the symbols of IEC 60617. This could be used as a natural way to
involve the product committees in the specification of data element types, since such data sheets
need to be based on the definitions of data element types, and the references to a collection of
DETs  could be introduced into the "Data sheets" exactly as we do in the case of the symbols.

The meeting agreed to this and Mr Cordelier will investigate the possibilities to prepare
such data sheets for demonstration at the Kyoto meeting.

Will the new version of IEC 61360-4 be a new edition or a supplement? Mr. Radley said that this
is a  decision to take at the  WG meeting in June.

6.1� Situation with regard to the maintenance and validation agencies, description of the
maintenance and validation agencies as seen by SC3D, relation to TC93

Relation to TC93?  A meeting might be needed in the future to clarify the borders, although there
seems not to be an immediate risk for any conflict.

No news about relation AP210 - EDIF.

Mr. Cordelier informed that EIA  is the owner of the EDIF standard. It can not be issued as an IEC
standard since EIA is claiming the copyright. The standards are approved but can not be
published.

Mr. Van Noesel informed that he had an old e-mail message from EIA in which it is reported  that
the copyright will be given up. This will be sent to Mr. Cordelier.

6.2� Activities in the WGs

WG1 was brought back to life, looking at standards for outline drawings. A CD has been
commented and a 2nd is in the final stages of preparation. This has resulted in some changes in
61360-1. The new draft is based on a classification of shapes (in turn based on a JEDEC
document.)

US - which is a P-member - favours  full geometric models. We can supply an infrastructure for
this (to attach a file with full 3D description) but we do not have the resources to go into the 3D
models as such. What we are doing is not incompatible with what they are requiring.

WG2 is working with 61360 edition 2 of part 1. Quite a number of changes have consequences for
the information model in part 2, and discussions with ISO/TC184/SC4/WG2 are planned. In the
new proposal one clause is not upwards compatible, and this should be pointed out in the draft.

The other issue for WG2 is the updating of part 4, already discussed.

Mr. Reuter: At the WG meeting in  Munich it was required to make extensions to the methodology
in 61360-1. If we can not come to a solution we have co-operation problems within the TC3.
These requirements have to be documented in part one ore elsewhere in a consistent way.

He proposed to have a separate meeting on this issue.

Mr. Radley sees these requirements as local extensions to the requirements (point at ISO 13584-
24)
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The Chairman mentioned that 93/90/CD has been produced as a floppy disk and asked if anybody
had studied it closer. (Mr. Reuter had.)

Mr. Reuter proposed that ISO -- 210, -212 should be marketed also by IEC. ISO is now making  a
lot of money on the STEP standards. The issue is open.

7� Meeting and co-ordination activities in TC3

7.1� Status of the planning for the Kyoto meeting 1999.

7.1.1� Schedule, WG-meetings, documents 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)17A, 35/AC

The Secretary informed that the preliminary time schedule for the meetings have been based on
our first information to the JNC and not on the one modified after the Charlottenlund meeting. Can
we accept this or should require changes? It was the meaning of the meeting that we should ask
for a change, i.e.:

− Workshop on Monday second week

− TC3 meeting starts Thursday p.m.(This is a new requirement: it will give SC3C and D
better possibilities to prepare the reports, and there is no meaning in closing the TC3
meeting early on Friday, since the flights from Osaka are leaving in the morning anyway.)

− 3B on Thursday first week only

− Validation Team  2 days.

7.1.2� Planning for the workshop: contents, demonstrations

The discussion resulted in the following preliminary list of subjects to be taken:

− Presentation of the operative version of the graphical symbols data base, including
interface for the "end user" as discussed earlier. (Who?)

− Demonstration of the database for metadata. (Mr. Reuter)

− Demonstration of the use of the database "for data sheets", and the dependence of such a
database on clear definitions  of  DETs (Mr. Radley?)

− The present STEP situation with regard to AP210 and 212. (Mr. Reuter?)

− and (as a result of item 7.2) Implementation and marketing of the TC3 standards.

We discussed if  all or parts of this could be held as an "open workshop", with other TCs invited,
but could not come to any final conclusion, since we do not know the possibilities. Mr. Ikeda
should be contacted.

− If we can have an open workshop the presentations of the listed topics have to be adapted
accordingly and focus a little more on TC3 as a service provider to the other TCs and to
industry.
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− We should have a common structure for the presentations

Also the possibilities to use internal public video, automatic slide presentations, other multimedia
equipment, etc  for broadcasting on site should be investigated by Mr. Ikeda.

Whether the workshop is internal or open has consequences for the size of the required meeting
room. However, the conclusion was that it is better with a room satisfying a little bit more than our
internal needs ( approx. 50 persons) than to get few participants in too big a room.

For the Secretaries’ Forum we should prepare a number of questions (inform CO beforehand):

− The SC3C requirements on product committees according to the new procedures

− Advertising TC3 workshop if this can be open.

− Why does many of the existing forms / cover sheets for IEC documents require written
signatures when we can not manage their verifying value properly? (We can put a gif
showing the signature there, but that can easily be manipulated by anybody. The only
verification today is that CO can see that the e-mail with attached document comes from
he Secretary.)

7.1.3� Internet broadcasting of parts of the workshop the world using MBone tools and/or
RealVideo.

The meeting was positive to this. How this is done is partly depending on if  the workshop is open
or not, and will need to be further discussed with Mr. Ikeda. Clear is, that if we are to make videos
on the presentations this has to be kept in mind when the presentations are prepared.

--------------- The meeting adjourned----------------

3.5 continued

The report of TC3/WG1 had been received from Mr. Fornalski  during the night. It was registered
as meeting document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)11:

Regarding the result of the work of TC3/WG1 (Task II): Even if the result presently is now only
existing in hand-written form from different members, it has to be compiled by one person, who
took part in the work. If we split now  (on different NC experts), we may involve new experts,
which would not be good for the result.  The meeting expected Mr Fornalski  to take on the job as
he had kindly suggested

It was also pointed out that as soon as a part of IEC 60617 is put into the database, the easiest
way to document the changes proposed in Task II is to add change requests in the database.

7.2� The TC3 image - modification of title and scope, document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)5

The Chairman introduced the subject, and asked for views:

Mr. Brigham. Our image is vital for our possibility to get resources. Two levels: in industry and
among other committees.

Mr. Radley: How far are vertical committees aware of horizontal committees? Do the other
committees see us as a service provider, or do they prefer to do
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Mr. Reuter: The name of the committee is too much focused on the symbols. This can give a
wrong signal. We have to make people aware that we are also doing other things.

The Secretary: People are lazy, and often very busy, adds the Chairman. The other committees
must find it easier to use the procedures of TC3, e.g. with regard to symbols on equipment,  than
to do the work on their own.

Mr. Brückner: Maybe the image is too good? Things are produced and people do not feel that they
need to be involved.

Mr. Brigham: Is our lack of resources only part of a wider problem? What is the image of IEC?

Mr. Rust: We need to concentrate on the work to what is really necessary. And then be quick!

For IEC 60617 we have a lack of resources, is it the same problem for SC3C?

Yes, from Mr. Brigham.

Mr Radley confirmed that the situation is similar SC3D: A few active people, but too limited
number.

Mr. van Noesel: The industry wants to influence standardisation more directly, not via NCs.

The Secretary draw the attention to the document SB3/38/INF on strategic principles for
standardisation: in this document the standardisation has been segmented into 4 main areas:

1. Segment 1: Safety and compatibility oriented standards

2. Segment 2: High IT content

3. Segment 3: Low IT content

4. Segment 4: Engineering recommendations

Traditionally we are most likely considered to be part of segment 4. With the way that business
are presently going (to compose value chains of different companies), and the use of IT tools, we
should maybe now be better regarded as belonging to segment 2.

The Chairman: We have to make our standards more readable and to include motivations. Sales
information. Introduction and scope are very important for the executives, the managers and the
non-specialists

Mr. Radley: This is not enough. We need to do sales and implementation work.

Mr. Reuter: Earlier the standards were used directly by "end users". Today, the standard
documents gives little help unless they are implemented in the tools that are used for the work.
We always have to go via CAD, CAM, PDM systems etc. Are we trying to market the standards
to the right customers??

Mr. Brückner: And when it comes to implementation, everybody is waiting for the other to start.

Mr. Radley: IEC has different images in different areas. The US must be brought back on board.

Mr. Cordelier: Has ISO the same problem?
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Mr. Brigham: ISO/TC145 has created a new SC with US secretariat. They have evidently
succeeded to find interest in the US.

Mr. Brückner: Maybe the name of our committee is too wide? It may be easier to attract  people if
narrower application areas are addressed.

Reuter: Marketing - service provider to committees - service provider to industry - the
segmentation of the SB3 - modify the titles of WGs to show better the focus.

It was agreed that the SCs should consider carefully the names of the WGs to see if they can be
more focused. The names of the TC and the SCs are more important, however.

In Kyoto we will consider new title proposals , but that is not sufficient. We should also discuss
marketing issues and consider that our main message is disseminated through the very content of
our publications. This  should be a subject for the workshop.

What kind of action should be initiated for the implementation of our standards, with regard to the
situation that they need to be implemented in the tools. Big user/customer groups should be
informed on how new standards affect their business.

Mr. Brigham: This would be one of the most important tasks for the new Chairman.

Mr. Reuter: It has to be prepared by some people.

A group was formed to develop a proposal for discussion at the workshop in Kyoto. The group is
composed by Mr. Reuter, Mr. Brückner, Mr. Brigham, Mr. Radley (If the meeting is electronic), Mr.
van Noesel corresponding. The Secretary will be the Convenor.

7.3� The SPS - are we satisfied with the result? Document 3/540/SPS.

The Secretary introduced the document and the Chairman asked: Is not the document too big?

Mr. Rust suggested that a management summary might help, and Mr. Cordelier agreed to this.

Mr. Brückner: The overall structure is missing. Which target groups are we aiming at with the
document?

Decision: Add a max one page executive summary.

7.4� Report  on the SB3 activities

Only a few were aware of the two new documents: SB3/37/RM and SB3/38/INF: They should be
distributed to the participants. Can I get them electronically from Mr Cordelier?

The Secretary reminded that we had earlier intended to consult SB3 with regard to new work
within the committee and also about the relation between our standards and standards produced
by other committees, notably TC65. The connection between  61346-1 / 61131-3 / 61175 / 61355
is critical. The relation IEC 60648 / 61131-3 is also of concern.

Checklist for control systems

Respond to comment page 5 of the minutes.

TC3 should be represented at the next meeting of SB3.
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7.5� Report on  the ACET activities

The documents ACET4/43/INF and ACET/176/RM were noted.

Mr. van Noesel informed that there will be a meeting in Area4 the day before the ACET meeting
next coming week, and that he or Mr. Van Reekum could go there.

Do we have a special message to ACET: Yes, about  the need for involvement  by the product
committees in the validation of data elements.

What can we expect of output: Could this  boost SC3D activities?

7.6� The TC3 web site - present situation and how to get more active input, document
3(Madrid/Secretariat)6.

The Secretary gave a brief summary of the present situation, and asked for more active
involvement by convenors and secretaries.

Mr. Brigham, who had started the SC3C page said that the updating of the pages is a  bit
complicated.

Mr. Radley  informed that this subject will be discussed at next SC3D/WG1+2 meeting.

It was noted that we can put all documents but CDVs and FDISes on our web site. The latter can
however, if we wish, be represented by links to the official IEC database, and then the normal
password protection will be put in force.

A discussion on the general access rights to documents in the IEC database took place: the
management of the access rights may appear clumsy, and does not support co-operation.

We disagree with the present policy, especially for a horizontal committees. Ought to be modified,
at least the Chairman  and Secretary ought to have access to the documents of other committees
and to documents from the CA, and in the case of TC3 also SB3 since we are "guests" in that
board.

We would like to give all other committees access to our documents.

Mr. Reuter raised the question if we could install some kind of news/discussion server, where the
mails could be saved and threads maintained. (Ask Mr Maislisch). Mr. Brigham supported.

Mr. Cordelier mentioned that In Kyoto there will be a server for distribution of documents.

It was noted that delegates to the meeting will need additional information on this topic.

7.7� Ideas for the meeting in Stockholm 2000, document 3(Madrid/Secretariat)3.

Change the TC3 meeting to the same structure as in Kyoto.

Plan for 1/2 day open 1/2 day closed workshop.

Mr. Brigham: We are not sure that 2 days are sufficient. Will be discussed in the next SC3C
meeting.
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7.8� Marketing issues

7.8.1� The Documentation pamphlet

The Documentation pamphlet has been updated to take account of the latest changes in the TC3
structure. Mr. Cordelier had brought 200 copies that were distributed among the participants.

The general dissemination is the difficult part, and the Chairman reminded about the decision in
Charlottenlund.

Mr. Reuter informed that in Germany a general DKE-meeting is held yearly. The pamphlet will be
distributed in this context (250 -300 participants.) The implementation issues may be discussed.

Mr. Radley: If distributed by mail it needs to be associated with a sales message/letter. Will raise
the question in BSI.

The pamphlet ought to be available at the standards organisation information desks.

Another possibility is to distribute at industrial fora, etc.

We could follow the German example with a circulation to all experts participating in the IEC/ISO
work. (Refer to the marketing/implementation group for further discussion.)

There should be an item on the agenda for the Kyoto meeting about the actions taken and the
results obtained.

A reminder will be sent to the NCs, especially those who accepted in Charlottenlund to assist in
the circulation, informing them on the new updated pamphlet, of the possibility to obtain it from
the Central Office and their commitments to circulate it in order to increase information and
resources for TC3.

8� Other business

8.1� Green documents during the second half of the plenary meeting.

The Chairman introduced the subject: In the second half of a meeting documents can often not be
timely produced.

Mr. Radley: For the next meeting the half  day gap before he meeting of TC3 may be of help.

Mr. Brigham: Available space - such as tables - may be missing for distribution of late meting
documents. Also, at meetings, it may be a good idea to give announcement to people to go and
get the documents and get back again.

The listing of available meeting documents should be given in the beginning of the meeting.

The delegates should only annotate for the meetings they intend to go to. No switching. No double
assignment.

8.2� Liaison with TC86.

Probably not appropriate nor necessary. Wait for the CA reaction.
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8.3� Dates of a co-ordination meeting in 2000.

Reserve  2 days:  20-21st of March (week 012). Place to be decided in Kyoto, should the meeting
found to be necessary..

8.4� Dates for processing documents to be checked.

The secretary informed about CA/1363A/R

An item on the updating of the project plan should be included in the agendas for the Kyoto
meetings.

8.5� Liaison with IEEE

Mr. Reuter: In order to attract US participation we have contacted IEEE Power Engineering
Society. It seems as we may get a type D liaison in the end of this month. The first project is
already identified (function numbering).

9� Close of the meeting

The Chairman thanked the participants for the good work, and the good spirit.

Special thanks were extended to the Spanish  National Committee/AENOR  for the facilities
provided for the meeting and the excellent arrangements, with a wish to meet some of our hosts
in a next meeting.

The Chairman also thanked warmly Mr. Cordelier from the IEC/CO for his participation  and
precious advice the Secretary for his excellent preparation of the meeting and most relevant
comments.

___________________


